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Detecting Aphid Density of Winter Wheat Leaf Using
Hyperspectral Measurements
Juhua Luo, Wenjiang Huang, Jinling Zhao, Jingcheng Zhang, Chunjiang Zhao, and Ronghua Ma

Abstract—Wheat aphid, Sitobion avenae F. is one of the most destructive pests that emerge in northwest China almost every year,
impacting on the production of winter wheat. Hyperspectral remote sensing has been demonstrated to be superior to a traditional
method in detecting diseases and pests. In this study, spectral features (SFs) were examined by four methods to detect aphid density
of wheat leaf and model was established to estimate aphid density
using partial least square regression (PLSR). A total of 60 wheat
leaves with different aphid densities were selected. Aphid density
of the leaves was first visually estimated, and then the reflectance
of leaves was measured in the spectral range of 350–2500 nm using
a spectroradiometer coupling with a leaf clip. A total of 48 spectral features were obtained and examined via correlation analysis,
independent t-test by spectral derivative method, continuous removal method, continuous wavelet analysis (CWA) and commonly
used vegetation indices for stress detection. Based on variable importance in projection (VIP), five spectral features
were selected from 17 spectral features due to their strong correlation with aphid density
to establish the model for estimating aphid density by PLSR. The result showed that the model
had a great potential in detecting aphid density with a relative root
mean square error (RMSE) of 15 and a coefficient of determinaof 0.77.
tion
Index Terms—Aphid density, partial least square regression
(PLSR), spectral feature (SF), winter wheat.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

HEAT aphid, Sitobion avenae (Fabricius), is one of
the most destructive pests in agricultural systems, especially in the regions of temperate climate in the northern and
southern hemispheres. It occurs annually in the wheat planting
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area in China. Aphid feeds on wheat plants and injects saliva
that contains plant toxins, which results in significant yield loss
[1]. An average of 5 per tiller is reported to be the threshold
of wheat aphid infestation that requires management actions. A
density of 10 aphids per tiller results in a 7% yield loss, and 40
aphids per tiller leads to an 11% yield loss [2].
Pesticide application is considered to be effective in controlling aphid and minimizing the yield loss of winter wheat [3], but
the efficacy and the cost of pesticides become questionable for
long-term use [4]. Because of irregular pattern of wheat aphid
infestation, excessive amount of pesticide is normally applied
using automatic spray systems, which inevitably increases the
cost of wheat production and impacts on the environment [5].
Therefore, for site-specific management and judicious application of pesticides, it is important to monitor aphid infestation at
critical junctures of crop growth and obtain spatial distribution
information on aphid infestation within a particular field.
The conventional way to obtain information of density infestation in the field is manual field scouting, but it has been proved
to be expensive, time-consuming and difficult for large farming
area. Fortunately, hyperspectral remote sensing technology may
be an effective alternative for and obtaining spatial distribution
information on aphid infestation density over a large area due to
its relatively low cost and the possibility to be mounted on airborne and space-borne platforms. Many studies found that hyperspectral remote sensing has potential in detecting crop stress,
such as disease [6], water stress [7], toxic industrial chemical
stress [8], and so on.
There has been also some progress in detecting aphid infestation density using hyperspectral remote sensing. Riedell and
Blackmer [9] reported that leaf reflectances in the 625–635 nm
and 680–695 nm ranges, as well as the normalized total pigment
to chlorophyll ‘a’ ratio index (NPCI) were good indicators of
chlorophyll loss and leaf senescence caused by Russian wheat
aphid (Diuraphis noxia Kurdjumov) and greenbug (Schizaphis graminum Rondani) feeding on wheat Yang [10] used a
hand-held radiometer in greenhouse to characterize greenbug
stress in wheat and found that the band centered at 694 nm
and the vegetation indices derived from bands centered at 800
nm and 694 nm were the most sensitive to greenbug-damaged
wheat. Turk [11] studied the relationship between spectral
indices and greenbug abundance and found that damage
sensitive spectral index1 (DSSI1), damage sensitive spectral
index2 (DSSI2), simple ratio (SR) and normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) were related to the damage caused
by greenbug. That laboratory further developed an aphid index
(AI) and found that AI had the strongest relationship with
greenbug density. They concluded that remote sensing data
had the potential in distinguishing damage by Russian wheat
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aphid and quantifying its abundance in wheat, but success
for Russian wheat aphid density estimation depended on the
selection of the spectral vegetation indices [12]. Yang [13] suggested that ratio-based vegetation indices (based on 800/450
nm and 950/450 nm) were useful in differentiating the stress
caused by Russian wheat aphid and greenbug in wheat. These
findings suggest that remote sensing using spectral reflectance
and indices can be an effective for non-destructively detecting
plant stress caused by Russian wheat aphid or greenbug. However, there is no systematical exploration of spectral responses
induced by aphid infestation. In addition, what spectral features
(SFs) can be used to detect aphid infestation has not been
systematically summarized. Therefore, the objectives of this
study are: 1) to understand the spectral responses induced by
wheat aphid infestation at leaf level; 2) to establish sensitive
SFs set of aphid infestation by examining the sensitivity to
aphid infestation of a set of possible SFs derived from different
methods; 3) to develop multivariate model by partial least
square regression (PLSR) for estimating aphid infestation
density at leaf level.
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TABLE I
VARIOUS VEGETATION INDICES COMPILED FROM LITERATURE

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Field Site and Sampling
Winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) was grown in an experimental field in Beijing Academy of Agriculture Forestry
Sciences, China, located at
N,
E with an altitude of 56 m. The tested wheat cultivar of experimental field
was ‘Jingdong 8’ which was widely grown in Beijing in 2010
with moderate susceptibility to aphid. During May and June
2011, wheat aphid (Sitobion avenae F.) naturally occurred in
the whole experimental field. Aphid density developed rapidly
and reached the maximum in the filling stage of winter wheat.
The best time to prevent wheat aphid is the early period of the
filling stage. Therefore, the experiment was conducted on May
13, 2011 when winter wheat was in the early period of the filling
stage.
B. Data Measurement
1) Leaf Sample Collection: In order to minimize the influence of other factors, we choose the second (from the top) leaf of
wheat plant to conduct the experiment. Based on different aphid
density on the second (from the top) leaf of wheat plant, winter
wheat plants were collected from the experimental field. Subsequently, the wheat plants were transported to a nearby indoor
laboratory, and a total of 60 leaves were chosen and removed
from the winter wheat plants using scissors by visually estimating based on different aphid densities ranging from 0 to 120
per leaf. Aphid density (aphid number per leaf) was recorded,
and then aphids were removed from the sample leaves in order
to leaf spectral measurement.
2) Leaf Spectral Measurement: Reflectance measurements
of these sample leaves were recorded between 350 and 2500
nm using a Fieldspec FR spectroradiometer (ASD Inc., Boulder,
CO, USA) coupling with a leaf clip. The instrument provided
sampling intervals of 3 nm between 350 and 1050 nm, and 10
nm between 1050 and 2500 nm. Signatures collected from this
device have 2151 spectral bands sampled at 1 nm over the range

of 350–2500 nm with a spectral resolution ranging from 3–10
nm. [14]. Five reflectance spectra were taken per leaf using an
ASD leaf clip covering a halogen bulb-illuminated area with a
radius totalling 10 mm. A mean reflectance spectrum was calculated for each leaf.
C. The Methods of Extracting SFs
1) Vegetation Indices: Aphid damage reportedly includes
changes in leaf pigment content, cellular structure and water
content. Based on a physiological perspective, changes in these
properties due to aphid are presumably responsible for the corresponding spectral changes. In most reviewed article, some vegetation indices (VIs) are related with physiological or biochemical parameters of plant. In this study, 16 VIs which have potential in detecting plant stresses according to the literatures, such
as crop diseases, drought and insufficient of nitrogen were selected to test their potential in estimating leaf aphid infestation
density (Table I).
2) Spectral Derivative Analysis: Derivative spectroscopy
uses changes in spectral reflectance with respect to wavelength
to sharpen spectral features. In many cases, derivatives are
more effective in solving problems of quantitative analysis than
ratios and differences [26].
First derivative reflectance (FDR) of reflectance spectrum can
be derived from the following equation:
(1)
where
is the first derivative reflectance at a wavelength
i midpoint between wavebands and
.
is the re-
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TABLE II
SPECTRAL FEATURES (SFS) DERIVED FROM FIRST DERIVATIVE SPECTRA

Fig. 1. Definitions of 8 SFs derived from continuum removal in the region from
500 to 780 nm: a) H: maximum band depth; b) W1: wavelength width at left half
of the hall; c) W2: wavelength width at right half of the hall; d) A1: left half area
of the hall; e) A2: right half area of the hall; f) : the starting wavelength of
the hall; g) : wavelength position of maximum band depth in the hall; h) :
the ending wavelength position of the hall.

original reflectance spectrum into a set of coefficients. The
main equation of wavelet transformation can be as follows:
(2)

flectance at waveband ,
is the reflectance at waveband
, and
is the difference in wavelengths between j and
.
According to the literature review, Table II provides 20
spectral features (SFs) derived from first derivative spectra,
including spectral position features, spectral area features and
spectral index features.
3) Continuum Removal Transform: Continuum removal is a
numerical method to remove the absorptions of bands not of interest. The continuum initially defines a convex hull over the top
of a spectrum, fitting straight-line segments that connect local
spectra maxima. Subsequently, the original spectrum values are
divided by the continuum line leading to continuum-removed
spectrum [27].
In this study, a continuum removal process was applied in
the spectral range from 500 to 780 nm of leaf samples. The definition of absorption features was described by Van der Meer
[28]. For each leaf sample spectrum, 8 SFs derived from continuum removal were calculated: a) H: maximum band depth; b)
W1: wavelength width at left half of the hall; c) W2: wavelength
width at right half of the hall; d) A1: left half area of the hall; e)
A2: right half area of the hall; f) : the starting wavelength of
the hall; g) : wavelength position of maximum band depth in
the hall; h) : the ending wavelength position of the hall. The
definitions of these 8 SFs are given schematically in Fig. 1.
4) Continuous Wavelet Transformation (CWT): Wavelet
transform uses a mother wavelet basis function to convert the

where
is the scaling factor determining the width of the
wavelet, is the shifting factor indicating the position,
represents the wavelets that are transformed by scaling and
shifting the mother wavelet
.
In the transformation process, the output of CWT is given by
Mallat [29]:
(3)

(
is the number of wavebands and
where
herein
) is the reflectance spectrum and the coefficients
are able
to constitute a 2-dimensional scalogram (i.e., an
matrix), in which one dimension is scale and the other is wavelength. The value of each element of the scalogram represents
the wavelet power that indicates the correlation between the
scaled and shifted mother wavelet and a segment of the reflectance spectrum. Spectral signals can vary in both amplitude
(e.g. feature depth) and scale (e.g., feature width). Each capturing spectral features of different widths by CWT were as
scales. Narrow absorption features in the original spectrum will
be captured by wavelets at a low scale (narrow width), whilst
the shape of the continuum will be captured by wavelets at a
higher scale.
It has been reported that the shape of the absorption features
of vegetation is similar to a Gaussian or quasi-Gaussian function. Therefore, the second derivative of Gaussian (DOG) also
known as the Mexican Hat is used as the mother wavelet basis
[30]. In this study, the leaf reflectance spectra ranged from 350
to 2500 nm and there were 2151 bands available (350–2500
nm). Any scale greater than
was discarded because
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the decomposed components at high scales did not carry meaningful spectral information. All CWT operations were carried
out by Matlab (Natick, Massachusetts, USA).
D. The Methods of Extracting SFs
1) Correlation Analysis: Correlation analysis was carried out
to examine the sensitivity of each SF to aphid infestation density. The sensitivity of SFs could be described by the absolute
coefficient of correlation (R) between SFs and aphid infestation
density. The high absolute R indicates a strong sensitivity of the
SF.
2) Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR): The PLS
algorithm combines the features of principal components and
multiple regression, so it has been shown to perform well in
identifying important signal form predictors with high multicollinearity [31]. In consideration of SFs with multicollinearity,
PLSR was used to establish the multivariable model for estimating aphid infestation density. PLS algorithm iteratively
produces a series of model, to find a few PLS factors (also
known as components or latent variables) which explain most
of the variation in both the predictor and response variable.
It produces variable importance in projection (VIP) which
measures the contribution of independent variable to the contribution dependent variable, and is used to select the most
influential predictors in the model according to the magnitude
of their values. Therefore, VIP is a necessary part of PLSR procedure. Based on some studies [32], [33], predictors could be
classified according to their relevance in explaining dependent
variable as:
(highly influential),
(moderately influential) and
(less influential). In the
study, all SFs at which the VIP values were above a threshold of
1.0 were considered important and were used for PLSR model.
This method was used to maximize model robustness using
only these SFs that fitted with the variable to be explained.
3) Calibration and Validation of Regression Model: The entire dataset of 60 leaf samples, consisting of reflectance spectra
and leaf aphid density, was divided into two groups. A total of
36 leaf samples were selected randomly and assigned to the calibration of regression model, while the other 24 leaf samples
were used for validating the model.
The predictive capabilities of the model were assessed based
on the predictive
value, the root mean square error (RMSE)
and fitting equation between the measured and predicted aphid
density. The formula of RMSE is:

(4)
where n is the sample number, and and are the predicted and
measured values of aphid density, respectively.
III. RESULTS
A. Response of Leaf Reflectance to Aphid Density of Wheat
Fig. 2 shows the aphid-infested leaf spectrum (average spectrum of sample leaves with aphid density 80) and non-infested leaf spectrum (average spectrum of sample leaves with
aphid density 5). It was obvious that the reflectance of the leaf

Fig. 2. Representative spectra of leaves non-infested and infested by aphid
(The average spectrum of sample leaves with aphid density of more than 80 represents the infested leaf spectrum, and the average spectrum of sample leaves
with aphid density of less than 5 represents the non-infested leaf spectrum).

Fig. 3. First derivative spectral curves of leaves non-infested and infested by
aphid.

infested by aphid was higher in the visible (VIS) region and
short-wave infrared (SWIR) region, but lower in the near-infrared (NIR) region than the reflectance of the non-infested leaf.
It has been reported that leaf optical property is a function of the
plant internal and external structure, water content and biochemical concentration [34]. The leaf spectra were mainly influenced
by pigment concentrations in the VIS region and the leaf internal
structure in the SWIR region. In the SWIR region, the spectra
were dominated by leaf water absorption and had the greatest
sensitivity to water content [9]. Aphid feeding by piercing the
leaf and sucking out leaf juice caused a reduction in pigment
concentrations especially for chlorophylls and leaf water content in the infested leaf. Therefore, it exhibited a higher reflectance in the VIS and SWIR regions than the non-infested
leaf. Also, infested leaf tissue was destroyed and multiple scattering became weaker [7], leading to a lower reflectance than
the non-infested leaf in the NIR region.
The differences of first derivative spectra (Fig. 3) between
non-infested and infested leave are noticeable in the regions
from 510 to 530 nm and from 680 to 760 nm, which locate in
the green edge and red edge regions. Compared with the non-infested leaf, the red edge position of infested leaf shows a significant shift away toward shorter wavelengths (a blue shifting).
The blue shifting phenomenon confirms that extracting red edge
optical parameters from hyperspectral data can be used to diagnose the plant healthy status [35].
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COEFFICIENTS

TABLE III
OF DETERMINATION
FOR CORRELATIONS
SPECTRAL INDICES AND APHID DENSITY

BETWEEN

Fig. 4. Correlation scalogram relating wavelet power with aphid density in the
calibration dataset.

B. Extraction of SFs
1) Correlation of Vegetation Indices With Leaf Aphid Density: Table III shows the results of correlation analysis between
each of the 16 SFs based on spectral indices and aphid density of 36 samples, among which 9 SFs significantly correlated
with aphid density
. The SFs AI, GNDVI
and RVSI exhibited higher sensitivity to aphid density than all
other spectral indices because they had
of greater than 0.50
.
2) Correlation of SFs Derived From Spectral Derivative Analysis With Leaf Aphid Density: Correlation analysis
was carried out between 20 SFs derived from derivative
spectral and aphid density, respectively. The results showed
that the SFs had a significant correlation with aphid density
except Dy,
,
, SDy and SDr
(Table IV). Spectral index features generally showed higher
than spectral position features and spectral area features,
overall. There were 10 SFs with a
of greater than 0.50 and
had the highest correlation with
aphid density
.
3) Correlation of SFs Derived From Continuum Removal
Transform With Leaf Aphid Density: Table V summarizes the
correlation between SFs derived from continuum removal transform and aphid density. A2, W2 and
had a significant correlation with aphid density
and W2 had the
highest
value
.
4) Correlation of SFs Derived From Continuous Wavelet:
Fig. 4 shows a correlation scalogram between aphid density and
spectral reflectance of leaf by continuous wavelet analysis.
was reported for each correlation scalogram at each wavelength
and scale. The
values were obtained for the linear correlation
established between wavelet power and aphid density. Therefore, each element of the correlation scalogram represented a
feature characterized by the
value, wavelength and scale.
The
values ranged from 0 to 0.65.
The most informative features were secreted out by cut-off
value over 0.48 which was obtained by ranking these fea-

tures in descending order based on the
values and to retain
those encompassing the top 5%. The informative wavelet features whose
values were more than 0.48 were in the ranges
of 484–552 nm, 609–619 nm, 718–770 nm and 1673–1713 nm
in every scale (Fig. 4).
The maximum
value in each wavelet feature range was selected, and the wavelength and scale of the four distinct wavelet
features most strongly correlated with aphid density are shown
in Table VI. All the
values were greater than 0.50.
5) Sensitive SF Set of Aphid: A total of 48 SFs were extracted by spectral indices, spectral derivation analysis, continuum removal transform and CWT. There were 34 SFs with
. SF with the higher
value indicates the
larger potential in estimating aphid density. According to some
researches on crop diseases (Zhang et al. 2012), in this study,
we ranked these SFs with
in descending
order based on the
values and to retain those encompassing
the top 50%. Therefore, the cut-off
value was determined
as 0.50. There were 17 SFs with
defined as sensitive features to aphid density. The sensitive SFs have great
potential in estimating aphid density. So, a sensitive SF set of
aphid infestation composed of 17 SFs was obtained. The 17 SFs
were AI, GNDVI, RVSI,
, SDr/SDg,
SDy/SDb, SDr/SDb,
,
, SDr/SDy,
,
SDg, SDb, F1, F2, F3, F4.
Table VII shows the correlation coefficient between the 17
SFs. It is concluded that the 17 SFs are high inter-correlated.
The absolute value of correlation coefficient (R) ranges from
0.54 to 0.90. High correlations among some SFs are because the
SFs derived from different extraction method might be similar
responses to aphid infestation density.
C. Extraction of SFs
Fig. 5 shows the VIP values of 17 SFs from sensitive spectral features set of aphid infestation. High VIP value indicated
that the SF is of major importance for estimating aphid infestation density. The five SFs with highest VIP values over 1 were
RVSI, B4, F1, F3 and F4, suggesting great potential of explanation to be included in the model for estimating aphid infestation
density. Therefore, five SFs were used to develop multivariate
model for estimating aphid infestation density by PLSR.
The model with the five SFs was further validated using the
validation dataset, and the potential predictability of model for
estimating aphid infestation density was assessed using the
and RMSE values of the predicted and measured values (Fig. 6).
The results showed that multivariable model had revealed great
potential in estimating aphid infestation density in winter wheat
at leaf level.
IV. DISCUSSION
Monitoring crop disease and pest has been a main challenge
in research on crop remote sensing and precision management.
Most of studies have shown that some vegetation indices have
the potential in detecting disease and pest for crop. For example,
Huang et al. [36] found that the photochemical reflectance index
(PRI) has a strong estimating power for the yellow rust disease in winter wheat at canopy level. Other studies reported that
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FOR
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TABLE IV
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SFS DERIVED FROM DERIVATIVE SPECTRA AND APHID DENSITY

TABLE V
FOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SFS
COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION
DERIVED FROM CONTINUUM REMOVAL TRANSFORM AND APHID DENSITY

TABLE VI
FOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SFS
COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION
DERIVED FROM CWT AND APHID DENSITY

Fig. 6. Plots of measured versus predicted aphid density using PLSR model.
, RMSE values and fitting equation shown are obtained from
The predicted
validation dataset. Dashed line is 1:1 line.

Fig. 5. VIP (Variable Importance in Projection) values of each variable (D1:
; D2:
; D3:
; D4:
; B1: SDr/SDb; B2:
SDr/SDy; B3: SDr/SDg; B4: SDy/SDb).

SFs derived from spectral derivative analysis and continuum removal transform could also effectively detect crop diseases. For
example, Jiang et al. [37] found that the sum of first derivatives within the red edge (SDr) and the green edge (SDg) had
a significant negative linear correlation with disease severity.
CWT has been reported as an emerging and potential tool for
inversion biochemical constituent concentrations from leaf reflectance spectra [30]. However, there were few reports about
CWT for detecting disease and pest for crop. In this study, a
total of 48 SFs were obtained by four methods mentioned above,
and we examined responses of 48 SFs to aphid infestation in
winter wheat at a leaf level. In general, CWT seemed to be
more promising than the other methods for extracting aphid infestation information because 4 SFs derived from CWT were

all highly significant correlated with aphid infestation density
(
;
). The low scale features (F1:
491 nm, scale 3; F2: 617 nm, scale 3; F3: 750 nm, scale 2) captured narrow absorption features that were primarily influenced
by pigment concentration. The high-scale (ranging from 6 to
10) features (F4: 1690 nm, scale 6) captured broad changes in
strong water absorption region. Moreover, F3 was located in the
red-edge range and had the strongest correlation with aphid density
. We could conclude that the red edge might be
the most sensitive to aphid density, which was consistent with
the result of Fig. 3. Some indices and SFs derived from spectral derivative analysis were also sensitive to aphid density. On
the whole, we found that spectral index features from spectral
derivative analysis had higher
values than the spectral position features and spectral area features because spectral index
features could minimize the noises from the environment and
emphasize the response information from aphid infestation. In
comparison, the continuous removal transform performed less
effectively than the other methods as the
values from continuous removal transform were all below 0.43. It was possible
that the absorption features derived from continuous removal
transform had low response to aphid infestation density.
Sensitive SFs set of aphid infestation was composed by 17
SFs with
and
. The high correlations obtained between SFs (Table VII), so PLSR was used to
build multivariable model with 5 SFs selected by VIP for estimating aphid density because PLSR can reduces a large number
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TABLE VII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (R) BETWEEN THE SFS

D1:
; D2:
SDr/SDb; B2: SDr/SDy; B3: SDr/SDg; B4: SDy/SDb.

; D3:

of collinear variables to a few non-correlated latent variables or
factors. As a result the multivariable model was more effective
and accurate in predicting aphid infestation density (
;
). Moreover, 3 SFs in 5 SFs selected by VIP were
wavelet features (F1, F3 and F4), indicating once again that
CWT was a potential method for detecting aphid infestation.
In conclusion, those sensitive SFs set of aphid infestation and
multivariable model were significant to estimate aphid infestation in winter wheat at leaf level.
It should be noted that the spectrometric measurements were
conducted only after aphids were removed from the sample
leaves because aphid populations are highly mobile and tend to
move (e. g. from leaf to leaf, plant to plant) after an infestation or
when the surrounding environment is no longer suitable for their
survival. Therefore, it is obvious that for cropping fields under
aphid attack, most leaves would appear to be in the “post-attack” status (i.e. no aphids on most leaves). For remote sensing
observations at canopy level or at a larger scale, the spectral
contribution from infested plants or leaves is dominant, compared with the signal from aphids themselves which have little
effect on spectral characteristics. It may be concluded that the
spectral analysis of the post-attacked leaves, as conducted in the
present study, is meaningful for monitoring aphid attacks over
large areas. However, the spectra of leaves covered by aphid
could be different from the spectra of leaves with aphids removed. It will be necessary, therefore, to compare this spectral
difference using some hyperspectral imaging techniques in the
future.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The study obtained 48 SFs derived from vegetation indices,
derivation spectral transform, continuum removal transform and
CWT, and tested their potential in estimating aphid infestation
density in winter wheat at leaf level. The sensitive SFs set of
aphid infestation was composed by 17 SFs with
and
. Meanwhile, in order to get robust model
for estimating aphid infestation density, multivariable model
with 5 SFs selected by
was developed using PLSR.
The conclusions were as follows: 1) CWT was a more promising

; D4:

; B1:

spectral analysis method to detect aphid infestation than other
methods, because 4 wavelet features derived from CWT had extremely significant correlation with aphid density with
over
0.5, while the continuums removal transform was less effective
in detecting aphid infestation with
values of the SFs being
below 0.43. In spectral derivative analysis, spectral index features performed better than spectral position and area features in
detecting aphid infestation. 2) The validation result confirmed
that the model established using PLSR had good potential in estimating aphid infestation density in winter wheat at leaf level.
Our findings suggested that aphid infestation density could be
estimated by sensitive SFs and the model at the leaf level. However, laboratory analysis at the leaf level is only the first step
toward the goal of using remote sensing technology to detect
aphid infestation at canopy level in field condition. It remains
challenging to examine and upscale the results to canopy level in
field condition. In field condition, apart from aphid infestation,
many factors might affect and change spectral reflectance, such
as wheat canopy architecture, multiple scattering phenomena,
atmospheric effects, and so on. Meanwhile, the other possible
stresses such as drought and insufficient of nitrogen can also
have a certain impact on canopy spectra. Therefore, on the one
hand, we will test the response potential of the sensitive SFs for
estimating aphid infestation at canopy level of winter wheat. On
the other hand, we need to increase the strength of the linkage
between leaf-level and the canopy-level SFs according to some
physically-based models; more observations have to be investigated for detecting other stresses. Finally, our findings need to
be applied and tested to more wheat varieties.
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